The Election of One Social-Democratic Congressman Will Do More Good Than the Election of Fifty “Progressives”

The Social-Democratic Herald

The Wahl is over and the pro-
gressive is the winner of the
Social-Democratic party in
and even, in the case of the
question in hand.

Let the Social-Democratic
party take stock of the sit-
uation and see where the
question lies.

This is shown by the high
prices and the rate of living.
The prices this year are higher than
ever before in the history of the
Social-Democratic party.

And yet the crops this year
were better and the outlook for
the future looks better.
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Capitalist Cannibalism

The man who starves the poor in order to eat shows a certain superiority by which the end justifies the means.

And when we gather around the old beer barrel to enjoy the rest, we have not to wonder why we do not sometimes chug a little too fast. The barrel is getting smaller, and the taste and the flavor are a little stronger. In spite of this, we are all more or less carnivorous; we enjoy the results of the victory over the poor.

Are we Christians enough to think of the other man? Are we more interested in the man who has no strength than the man who has? Are we more interested in the man who has no power than the man who has? Are we more interested in the man who has no clothes than the man who has? Are we more interested in the man who has no home than the man who has? Are we more interested in the man who has no money than the man who has? Are we more interested in the man who has no food than the man who has?

What is it that makes us feel so comfortable in the barrel? Why is it that we are so satisfied with our place at the barrel? The things we take for granted are the things that make us feel the best.

Which is the Danger?

The danger is not so much in the arms of the capitalist as in the arms of the worker. The worker is the one who has the most to lose. The capitalist is the one who has the most to gain. But the worker is the one who has the most to sacrifice. The capitalist is the one who has the most to secure.

The worker is the one who has the most to lose because he has the most to give. The capitalist is the one who has the most to gain because he has the most to take. The worker is the one who has the most to sacrifice because he has the most to care for. The capitalist is the one who has the most to secure because he has the most to protect.

Conservation Should Have Come Before Everything Was Stolen

Having destroyed, destroyed, we have done it in such a way that the destruction is not really destroyed. It is still being destroyed. We have destroyed it in such a way that the destruction is not really destroyed. It is still being destroyed.

The Great Depression of 1929 was not caused by the lack of money. It was caused by the lack of savings. The Great Depression of 1929 was not caused by the lack of food. It was caused by the lack of agriculture. The Great Depression of 1929 was not caused by the lack of work. It was caused by the lack of industry.

The depression came because the people did not save any money. The depression came because the people did not buy anything. The depression came because the people did not work anything.

Socialism is the New Patriotism

Socialism is the New Patriotism. The tragedy of modern democracy is that it is based on the idea that the state is the property of the people. It is the state that is the property of the people. It is the people that own the state. It is the people that have the right to decide what the state is going to do. It is the people that have the right to decide what the state is going to make. It is the people that have the right to decide what the state is going to do with the money that they have paid into the state.

The Unemployed Problem

The Unemployed Problem is the problem of the unemployed. The problem of the unemployed is the problem of the people who are unemployed. The people who are unemployed are the people who have no work. The people who have no work are the people who are unemployed. The people who are unemployed are the people who are in need. The people who are in need are the people who have no work.

The Unemployed Problem is the problem of the unemployed. The problem of the unemployed is the problem of the people who are unemployed. The people who are unemployed are the people who have no work. The people who have no work are the people who are unemployed. The people who are unemployed are the people who are in need. The people who are in need are the people who have no work.

Campaign Literature

That Will Make Socialists and Socialist Voters

Many of you are looking for books and pamphlets to give to your friends to lend them in the Socialist campaign. Here is a list of campaign literature that you can give to them:

- "Socialism Made Plain," a book by J. F. Smith, which explains the principles of socialism in a clear and concise manner.
- "The Constructive Program of Socialism," by C. J. S. Brown, which outlines the practical steps that would be taken under a socialist government.
- "The Crisis," a monthly magazine that discusses current events from a socialist perspective.

The best way to help is to find a way to help. You can start by donating money to a socialist organization or by volunteering your time. You can also spread awareness about socialism by talking to your friends and family. Together, we can make a difference.
What Socialism Would Do
By Dr. W. J. Hill

Socialism is a new and different way of life that would result from this movement, and in the long run would make all the other social movements of the past insignificant. The Social Democratic movement is the only one that has any chance of putting these principles into practice.

Socialism is not a religion, but a way of life that would make all the other social movements of the past insignificant. The Social Democratic movement is the only one that has any chance of putting these principles into practice.

Socialism is a new and different way of life that would result from this movement, and in the long run would make all the other social movements of the past insignificant. The Social Democratic movement is the only one that has any chance of putting these principles into practice.
The Unemployed Problem
A depression as agricultural prices have fallen, the farmers who have waited patiently for high prices are now forced to sell their goods at a loss. The farmers are in desperate need of assistance to help them through this difficult time.

Labor and Capital
By Robert Hunter

Few years ago, in a village of New England, a small farmer noticed that the harvest was not as plentiful this year as in previous years. He decided to investigate and discovered that the temperature and rainfall had been unusual, affecting the crops. He realized the importance of understanding the complex relationship between labor and capital in agriculture.

In the modern world, the relationship between labor and capital is even more critical. The farmer needs to use capital to purchase seeds, fertilizers, and other materials needed for the crop. Without capital, the farmer cannot produce enough to sustain his family.

The farmer is also dependent on labor. He needs workers to help with planting, weeding, and harvesting. Without labor, the fields would remain untended, and the crops would wither and die.

The farmer must strike a balance between labor and capital. He needs enough labor to harvest the crop, but too much labor can be expensive. Similarly, he needs enough capital to buy the necessary materials, but too much capital can be wasted if it is not used efficiently.

The farmer must also consider the economic climate of the time. If the market is strong, he can sell his crops at a higher price, increasing his profits. If the market is weak, he may have to sell his crops at a lower price, reducing his profits.

In conclusion, the relationship between labor and capital is crucial for the success of the farmer. He must understand the complex interplay between these factors and make informed decisions to ensure the prosperity of his farm.

The New Press
have received all along to have some stock and to have a larger press, the great little Milwaukee newspaper, which has been the idea of laborers all along. We do not have the space to describe all the machinery, but we can say that the press is powerful and the type is finely set. It will be a valuable addition to the newspaper.

We are trying to go over the falls.

Our "Humane" Poor Laws!
Family of Citizens in Distress—Save Us! Save Us!
Public Poor Official—All in good time. I cannot help you till you go down over the falls.

The Builders' Column
By A. W. Macrae

It is Harvest Time
Everybody in the city is now preparing for the harvest. The farmers are busy gathering their crops, and the city is bustling with activity. The schools are closed, and the workers are working overtime. The farmers are looking forward to a good harvest, and the city is excited about the possibility of having a surplus of food.

Many of the farmers are using new methods to increase their crop yields. They are experimenting with different types of seeds, and they are using new farming techniques to increase their efficiency. The city is also providing assistance to the farmers, offering loans and subsidies to help them purchase the necessary equipment.

The city is also looking for ways to distribute the surplus of food. The food banks are busy collecting donations, and the city is planning to provide free meals to those in need. The city is committed to ensuring that everyone has access to food, and it is working hard to make sure that the harvest is distributed fairly.

This Book Was Demanded
On 8th of October, the Social Democratic Herald is demanded by at least several thousand copies. The Herald is the organ of the Social Democratic party, and it is supplying the call for this information because the Socialist movement is growing rapidly. The Socialist movement is demanding the right to publish their ideas and to distribute their literature.

What The Book Will Contain
The book will contain the full text of the Social Democratic Herald, along with other materials related to the Socialist movement. The materials will be distributed in thousands of copies throughout the city, and in other cities throughout the country. The book will be distributed for free, and it will be available at bookstores and other locations.

You May Have The Book Free
If you are interested in the Socialist movement, you can get a copy of this book for free. Simply contact the Social Democratic Herald, and they will mail you a copy. The book is available in both print and electronic formats.

The Happy Hour
This is a time for joy and celebration. We are toasting the new arrivals, the old friends, and all those who have helped us. It is a time for laughter, for joy, for love. Let us raise our glasses and cheer for the future. Let us be happy together, and let us celebrate the beauty of life.
The Old Way, and the New!

A SELLER was about to leave his store, when a gentleman entered and said: "I should like to see the old way, and the new way.

"Well," said the seller, "the old way is the way your grandfather used." Then he showed him the old fashion store, with its limited selection and lower prices.

The gentleman then asked to see the new way, and the seller took him to a modern store, where he could see a wide selection of items at higher prices.

The Old Way is very popular among people who enjoy the simplicity of life, while the New Way is preferred by those who value convenience and variety.

Union Barber Shops
215 N. Ninth St.

The following is a list of Union Barber Shops: See that your shop is on this book.


Beginning of Electric Traction in Milwaukee

The evolution of modern street railway service in Milwaukee began twenty years ago with the consolidation of five detached and separately operated groups of small car lines into one System known as The Milwaukee Street Railway Company and the general adoption of electricity as motive power.

During the days of horse-car operation the fare was five cents; the longest ride was four miles; the average speed was less than six miles per hour and there were no transfers except between lines of the same company. Many residents of the city were obliged to pay two fares in going from their homes to their places of business.

The public required modern transportation facilities, frequent service, rapidly moving cars, longer rides and extensions of lines into outlying territory.

The adoption of electricity for the propulsion of the cars developed the inadequacy of the track structure and required its replacement by much heavier construction.

To provide new track, wire, additional cars, motors, power plants, car-houses, etc., required the expenditure of large sums of money which the companies separately could not raise.

As a unified comprehensive system could capital be interested. Even then capital was timid as electricity had not been established as a reliable source of motive power and was regarded as being in an experimental stage.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company

THAT FEELING OF CERTAINTY
IS YOURS, IF WE ARE YOUR TAILORS.

Call our clothes are made for Q shop, under our direct supervision by MEN TAILORS.

"You can use our coat at any time while in work."

"Our assurance of suitings and overcoats is the best."

"See our fine soft, narrow waist, blue serge suit at $30.00.

WE CATERS TO THE MAN WHO CARES.

WALTER P. STROESSER
"Meritorious Tailoring"
316 STATE ST.

Discussing Fall Styles
A.F. SCHULTZ

PHOTOGRAPHER
482 ELEVENTH AVENUE

Selwood, Wanda 392-National Ave.

ARCHIE TEGTMeyer

Lamers Bros.
364 Grove Street

Lamers Bros.
364 Grove Street

Henry Harbicht's Place

When Buying Garments

We are always glad to say that we have a wide selection of clothes to suit every need, from the lowest to the highest prices.

"The American Shoe Store"

For Sale—Sewing Machines

"Just Like Friends"

Select Your HEATER

Always having in mind that the most efficient is the most economical, THE GARLAND HEATERS will be manufactured with the best service with the least amount of fuel. Prices range from $50.00 and up.
News of Organized Labor

Conducted by Walter S. Fisher
Address of Communications to 315 State St.

News of Organized Labor

Growth and Progress of Labor

Conditions have been reported this week of a movement among the workers of the United States to form a labor union. This movement is a result of the dissatisfaction felt by the workers due to the low wages and poor working conditions they face. The union is expected to promote better working conditions and higher wages for its members.

Wisconsin Federation of Labor

On the other hand, the Wisconsin Federation of Labor has been making steady progress. The federation has been working towards the betterment of the working class in Wisconsin. They have been successful in lobbying for better working conditions and increased wages for their members. The federation is an important voice for the working class in Wisconsin.

Let's Talk About The Current Events

The events of the past week have been significant for the labor movement. The movement for higher wages and better working conditions has gained momentum. The federation has been successful in lobbying for better working conditions and increased wages for their members. The federation is an important voice for the working class in Wisconsin.
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Social-Democratic Campaign Given Auspicious Opening

The Social-Democratic campaign in Milwaukee opened Thursday night with a rally at the Grand Opera House. The campaign is expected to have a large turnout. The Granada at the corner of Wisconsin and Michigan avenues has been scheduled as the headquarters for the campaign.

Town Topics by the Town Crier

The German-American Society, which is devoted to the cultural and social development of the German-speaking people, held its monthly meeting Thursday evening. The meeting was attended by a large number of German-Americans, including many prominent citizens of Milwaukee.

WISCONSIN ECONOMIC TIMES

Published Every Monday and Thursday by the Wisconsin Labor Party

COMING

Ethel Baronne in "Mad-Capped Mabel"

Bijou Begging Mat, Tomorrow 3:30

Other Plays

The Man Between

Vaughan Glasser

AND HIS SPANDREL COMPANY will present

The BLOODY THIEF

A Knife Quick!!

in the Grand American Play

Let our advertisers know where you are

COLUMBIA THEATRE

Eleventh and Wisconsin Streets

LILLIAN MORTIMER

IN HER GRANDIEST SCENE!

NO SMOKE TO GUIDE HER

EMPIRE THEATRE

Sixth and Wisconsin Streets

"A FLAT OF HEART INTEREST"

Cristal Trio

CONCERTING Tuesday Oct. 18, Admission 10c. Res. Seats 20c

Crystal Trio

Music Hall, 6:15 to 7:00 a.m.

"The Battle of Ten Sons"

Other Acts

Don't forget, it's World War II, and the war is on.

Spend every dollar you can afford and help our soldiers win.

Come, Help Celebrate

THE OPENING OF THE NEW

HEADQUARTERS ANNEX

Adolph Howmann,

Saturday & Sunday October 22 & 23

A fine lunch will be served and a hearty welcome is extended to all.

Big Cube Stocks & Low Prices

Here were some of the great business benefits.

ando..."The Battle of Ten Sons"

Come to Luedke's

Howeffer Mfg Co.

306 and 308 West Water Street

LOOK HERE CHILDREN

When you want shoes

ways are: "Maybe your parents don't want to pay fancy prices, but you've always wanted those boots on"

Come to Luedke's

242 and 415 National Ave.

E 89.6¢

Then my end comes, but your will live, and I am not a failure but a conqueror.

89.0¢

Alhambra

Saturday Evening and All Week

Li'l Abner Museum

THE MIGHTY MOLLY WALKER

On Tour

Every Saturday Evening

GRAND AUTUMN BALL

Arranged by the

K. U. V. Saxonia

Saturday, October 29, 10

WEST SIDE TURN HALL

TICKETS 25 CENTS

Lodged and served by the

Alhambra Halls

SOLDIER PARK

See Stearns' Special Uniform Shoes"